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Dear readers,

FROM THE EDITORS

Hello, and thank you for reading The Diamond Line’s fifth issue. Once again it falls upon a team
of undergraduates and faculty to showcase the literary and artistic perseverance cradled in the
Ozarks. As we continue to celebrate and learn from the former staffs’ legacy, our team has strived
to capture the moods of our current authors to the public. We hope this edition brings comfort to
the communities we are so proud to be a part of. You are our conversation.
Thanks to our staff ’s efforts, we are happy to announce that The Diamond Line has extended its
invitation of publication to any University of Arkansas-affiliated campus. Inclusivity is vital to the
success of our magazine; giving the opportunity to create a voice for as many undergraduates as
possible has and always will be the intended purpose of The Diamond Line. Our team also decided to change the physical dimensions of the magazine for the first time in order to craft something fresh, unique, and entirely individual.
As we emerge from a pandemic, we wanted this issue to reflect the struggle and growth each of
our artists faced during these uncertain times. The opening of our magazine begins in a darker
world. Bloody reds and bruising purples. Confessions of love and loss. A house ridden with peculiar maggots. These shaded touches of romanticism challenge you to stretch the bounds of your
imagination. But as we emerge from these troublesome times, so does our magazine. As we greet
spring, light begins to flood into our pages.
The second half of the magazine bursts into new light. Tea leaves. Ivy. Sunflowers. Stargazing.
First love and all its possibilities. New life. Even though our world has been thrust into dark, confusing times, there is always the possibility of rebirth. We chose Abstract Box by Gracie Morrison
as the cover art of Issue 5 because it’s brilliant, vibrant colors remind us of light at the end of the
tunnel, and the hope of spring.
We would like to thank everyone involved in the creation of The Diamond Line. We would be
nothing without the support and talent of every author or artist that has submitted to us. We wish
you the best in your future endeavors. And finally, thank you for picking up The Diamond Line
Issue 5, and for embarking on this journey with us. We sincerely hope you enjoy the work of our
undergraduate community as much as we enjoyed curating it.
Best regards,
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ETERNITY ISN’T AS LONG AS I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE.
by Allison Flory

I flipped a rusted quarter,

so worn

you couldn’t make out the profile of George Washington
as he floated in mid air,

bated breath

before finally making up his mind, falling and
falling and final.
I don’t like the way I look undressed.
Not naked but utterly alone,
raw and bleeding skin turned inside out.
Decomposed, unearthed.
Scraped knee caps and

torn skin.

After the wolves have ripped into my rib cage,
leaving nothing behind

but hollow eyes.

My father was the missing person
on the billboard.

I could see his face

outside my window
and every time I washed my hands.
I think I love the taste of vicodin.
I stand outside of my body,
tug on my arms and pull on my legs.
There are roots that grew overnight, lead bricks
where my arms should be.
I still haven’t figured out what to do

with my hands.
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Italian Summer
by Brenna Dostal

Sophie and Jet were a very handsome couple. When they combined their savings and
bought Lucy’s bed and breakfast, she was thrilled. Lucy could think of no one else she’d rather
pass her life’s work on to. Sophie and Jet would keep the proud tradition of hospitality alive, and
Lucy could take care of herself for once.
I’ll be staying at this address in Italy, she said after handing over the keys. Don’t be afraid
to call.
Lucy was old and had never been to Italy. She would’ve died in her bed and breakfast if she
wasn’t her uncle’s only surviving relative. He died of myiasis and left her all his money and then
Sophie and Jet gave her some more. She was using that money to go to Italy. Lucy was nervous to
live somewhere new, but she was comforted by the idea that Sophie and Jet would take care of her
sweet baby. She considered their arrangement with the bed and breakfast as more of rental rather
than purchase. She figured she would probably go back to living in her bed and breakfast when
she returned from her trip abroad. Sophie and Jet were a very nice couple and certainly wouldn’t
mind.
Sophie and Jet kept Lucy’s place exactly as it was. They knew Lucy would want that. All
they did was repaint the rooms a white that was more eggshell than sandy shores, replace all the
lampshades with matte blue rather than sheer periwinkle, install carpet over the original wood
floors, renovate the patio into a home gym for Sophie and the library into a homeschooling room
for the children they wanted to have and teach things to. They ripped down a couple walls and
took down the bed and breakfast sign. They had those babies and decorated their rooms with
otters and trees and other gender-neutral themed wall prints.
Lucy had a nice time in Italy. She met a woman named Lucile and they started seeing each
other until the name thing got too confusing. She swam in the ocean for the first time. She got
some sort of bacterial infection and lost hearing in her left ear. She smoked weed every night.
I’ve done it all, she said to herself one night. Lucy was sitting on the porch of her beach
home and speaking with the moon.
Sophie and Jet absolutely demolished your place, the moon replied into her working ear.
I fucking knew it, Lucy screamed.
The next day she packed up all her things and got a flight home. She immediately noticed
the bed and breakfast sign had been taken down and was filled with such sorrow that she pulled a
gun from her purse and shot herself.
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There was no one around to witness this. The neighborhood had recently been evacuated
because of the maggot problem.
Lucy didn’t know about the maggot problem. She killed herself and then the larvae ate her
body, everything except the bones and her boobs. For a couple weeks, she was just a skeleton with
breasts in an empty street. Then Sophie and Jet collected her and deposited her in the backyard.
Sophie and Jet would’ve cleaned up the mess earlier, but they were busy raising and
homeschooling their well-adjusted, politically correct babies. Wes and Windy. They were sweet
children. Wes never actually spoke, preferring to cluck like a chicken. Windy was the translator,
as she spoke English and poultry. Wes ate gummy vitamins like fruit snacks and Sophie and Jet
didn’t stop him because they didn’t know he was doing it. Wes probably would have been fine, but
the gummy vitamins turned out to be hibernating maggots and a couple months into his habit
they woke up in his stomach and ate him from the inside out. His parents went in to wake him up
one day for classes, but in his sheets, there was just a skeleton with ears. The maggots had left his
ears.
Sophie and Jet weren’t sure what to do with the body. It wasn’t really even a whole body.
They decided to bury him in the backyard and convince Windy she’d never had a brother. No one
else would question them. They homeschooled their kids and didn’t have any friends and lived in
an old bed and breakfast in the middle of an abandoned neighborhood with a maggot problem.
Windy was pretty sure that Sophie and Jet were lying about Wes. She wasn’t totally sure
though, because Sophie and Jet had also told her that she hadn’t seen that old woman shoot
herself in the front lawn and then be eaten by maggots. Windy had a very strong imagination and
supposed it was very plausible that she’d made all of this up.
Even so, she figured a better education would help her get her head straight. Windy told
Sophie and Jet that she wanted to go to public school and they laughed. They gave her some
addition/subtraction flashcards and she burned them in the backyard. The fire attracted a lot of
maggots but when they touched the flames they started burning alive. This made them mad so
they attacked Windy and she passed out. She fainted from fear of fire and then the maggots ate
her burnt body. Her hair was so crispy it turned to dust in their little mouths. They left her bones
and her pinky fingers, but it was all so charred that Sophie and Jet thought that they were sticks.
They realized they had never had a daughter, just each other.
Children are little maggots, Sophie and Jet said. Why would we ever have those?
Many years later, Lucile realized she missed Lucy and traveled to the address of her bed
and breakfast to tell her this. Lucy was always raving about her bed and breakfast, and Lucile had
once joked that she had to choose: her or the B&B.
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The B&B, then, Lucy said immediately. Lucile had rolled her eyes and gotten very drunk.
When Lucile knocked on the door a handsome couple opened the door. They said their names
were Sophie and Jet and she said hers was Lucile.
Lucy? They asked. We thought you were in Italy!
I’m back. Lucile said, a little uneasy. The street was too quiet for her liking.
Want some wine? Sophie and Jet asked. Lucile did, so she came in.
The place was not at all like Lucy had described, and Lucile realized she must be in the
wrong place. She was about to say as much but then Sophie and Jet were giving her wine. Lucile
loved wine so fucking much.
She drank a lot and Sophie and Jet insisted she spend the night.
This place used to be a bed and breakfast, you know, Sophie and Jet informed Lucile. It’s
only right you stay! She nodded sleepily.
Oh I know all about that, she said.
Of course, Sophie and Jet replied. We won’t charge you though. Don’t worry.
Lucile couldn’t sleep. She was very drunk and wanted to enjoy it, not waste it on sleep. She wandered into the backyard and noticed a pile of black bones on the ground. It was such an odd sight
that she didn’t really know what to do with herself.
Where’s the breakfast? Lucile teased the next morning. Sophie and Jet laughed for a long
time.
Help yourself, they said, gesturing to the kitchen. It was the only thing in the house that
fit Lucy’s description. The walls were a creamy yellow, the curtains a frilly pink floral. The tile was
the same, and the towels in the drawer. Everything was exactly as Lucile had pictured, except for
the maggots in the sink.
Lucile got herself a cup of coffee, but when she went to wash it out the maggots dragged
her down and chomped her into little pieces until the chunks fit down the drain. They didn’t even
eat her. They didn’t leave the bones. They just washed her down the pipes.
Sophie and Jet said, What a nice woman!
They said, Our first guest!
They put the bed and breakfast sign back up and laughed merrily.
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Cognitive Dissonance
by Isabella Wisinger

When obedience earns love,
you can never say no.
If I could peel away every sticky piece of skin,
there would be nothing left between you and I,
or you and I,
or you and I.
Why isn’t it working?
I thought giving in meant you wouldn’t go.
If I could just loosen my grip on reality
until it slips completely out of reachIf I let you pull out my heart and
crush it to a bloody pulpWill you remake me in Your image?
I look at you from behind cloudy eyes
as you tell me they’ll never love me like you do.
I’ll never, ever find someone who loves me
Just as much as you do.
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AN EXPLANATION TO MY LOVED ONES
AS TO WHY I CAN’T SHUT THE HELL UP
By Boniblu Choate

Today, while we waited for the gas to pump, I reminded you
of a flat root beer you bought there once, and I pointed to the
gas station, and of how you had said that for fifty years, that
cashier had worked there, and that one night, on the way
out of there, you’d seen an armadillo the size of a large dog
at the very edge of your headlights. You’d seen its glowing
eyes for certain, you had said. It’s summer, and you keep the
red wasps from hovering in through the truck window, and
through the truck window you say that you never said any
of those things. I get to run the money in and think about
how you’re wrong. You buy us pops, and don’t pick up all of
the change you drop in the dirt, because one’s a penny fallen
heads up, and someone else could use it, though you’ve said
you don’t believe in luck for years. The pops are flat, but we
don’t complain because you say things always get better, and
they do, but they haven’t yet and even gas station owners
need some time. You leave that with the penny, for me to
think about. Because when I remember to remember something that you say, I’m saying that I love you, what’s of you,
that you, calling it unimportant, leave on last week’s highways, in last week’s phone calls. On toll roads, you’re throwing names of men in towns at me, and names of towns you
used to run around in. They rattle into the bucket and you’re
reminding me which is The Perfect Country and Western
Song. There’s a tip jar between my right and left side brains,
I’ve realized. You’re cramming one hundred dollar bills into
that thing at every awkward silence.
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Milberta

by Gracie Morrison
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A Dream for Abreaction
by Grace Barnett

Eyes bore holes into themselves,
trying to collect enough courage.
They grip my nose like a handrail that
guides them downward and
slightly to the left. There,
eyes latch onto fatty tissue,
deflated, sagging, stained where
indents and hand-oils incite
old memories of sharp
fingernails near-piercing tissue.
Pulling, twisting, stretching
my cheeks as far as they go
before snapping back the
sickly skin-sacks still stuck
on an unwelcoming face.
Pop rocks start popping in my chest while
bees panic in my fingers, something
spreads, shooting and red to
lungs left unable to
expand
enough,
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bees begin capturing control of my hands and
sugary acids travel from my chest to my
face and there’s a shredding
digging ripping peeling
shedding, then
black.
When color comes back,
it’s just red, with
gaping glowering gashes
on either side of my mouth,
flaunting teeth and gums.
A smile spreads, (the best it can).
Eyes crinkling, I laugh an
abnormally airy laugh as
liberating tears stream
freely down my face
and salt enters the wounds.
I wince a little, and remember
sharp fingernails. Nails,
who also have cheeks. Cheeks,
who are still on a face.
I start cleaning the bathroom.

Melt From You

by Rachel Sweningson
Leanna held my hand as we walked. Most of the time, she eschewed lingering contact—to
risk mixing even the oily residue of our fingerprints. She was independent like that. Proud of her
untouched appearance, the projection that no one had access to her. It made me wonder why she
had bothered staying with me as long as she did.
“Do you want the ring?” I asked. I felt the way our hands were warming up, melding together, but she did not pull away.
Leanna eyed the box in my back pocket. “I shouldn’t. It’s much too pretty for me to take.”
Nothing was too pretty for her. “I understand.”
We made it to my car. Our hands were syrupy now. My callouses were catching on her
palm, and her finger pads covered the back of my knuckles. She let go, and our skin pulled away
in waxy strings. I flexed my hand until it coagulated back into shape, a shade lighter than before.
“See you around?” Leanna asked, holding up her mottled hand in a wave.

The lights of my apartment flickered. There was no whir of air conditioning or blare of
television, which meant that my roommate, Daniel, was doing homework. I turned off the light
switches as I saw them, stumbling across the blackened living room and through the hallway until
I pushed open the kitchen door. All our small bowls were strewn about in a frenzy, holding different herbs and spices. The fridge doors were ajar while pots steamed, and the oven vent roared.
“How did it go, man?” Daniel asked.
I held out the box in answer.
He let out a long, reedy whistle of sympathy.
“Do you mind if I destroy this with your equipment? I promise I won’t let anything stick
to the bottom.” The ring was made out of the good stuff. It wouldn’t fuse to human skin even if it
melted.
Daniel laughed. “Equipment? I’m a culinary student. Use as much as you need.”
His face shined with perspiration, and the sweat ran grooves down his face. A jade roller
came out of his pocket, and Daniel drew it across his face, resettling the skin in an even layer—
though it made his face strained and tacky like stretched taffy. Daniel never gave his skin time to
fill itself in. One chunk of his arm would bubble up, and he had to roll it all out immediately.
Leanna never had taffy skin. Not even in hidden places. Where I stuck to her, Leanna
knew the perfect ways to slim her flesh and let it grow in without a passerby knowing the wiser.
I flexed my hand again. My discoloration and misshapen skin told a story I found pride in, but
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Leanna was a different type of beautiful. I worshipped her perfection while she had marked her
ownership under my sleeves.
“Thanks. I’ll wash everything when I finish.”
Daniel teetered back and forth on his toes. Rather than look at me, he caught his reflection
in the door of the stainless-steel refrigerator and studied his strained smile.
“Hey, I’ve got to go to class, but hang tight. Smelt the ring. Make yourself presentable, and
we’ll go out on the town tonight, eh? Leanna won’t know what she lost.”
Daniel clapped a hand on my elbow, and I caught his too. When we pulled away, I noticed
the lightened tint of Leanna’s hand, and my stomach swooped. Every fiber of skin that was not
my own, both the visible inches and the patches hidden under layers of overgrowth, crawled. The
second Daniel left, I set a pot of water on the stove and turned the thermostat to eighty-seven.
My skin started to melt when bubbles were forming on the bottom of the pot. The top
layers of Leanna slid off first. Then the grip of the old lady I walked down the stairs last week.
Daniel’s cheek from when he fell asleep on my shoulder on movie night. The recesses of countless
secret handshakes. Tears mixed with the memories. To lose Leanna was to lose every piece of me
from the last three years. Maybe if I had stretched my skin, better protected my limbs, it would
feel different, yet even the raw patches of myself were tinged with her influence.
Her oldest mark was three years old, three small dots on my forearm. The first time we
met, Leanna accidentally rested fingertips on my skin. The mistake convinced her to give me a
chance.
When the water began to boil, I became a creek, layers dripping and twisting over my
uneven ridges and veins, collecting into pools on the linoleum. I fumbled to take the ring out of
its box, and when I did, the ring flipped into the water of its own accord.
The ring sunk to the bottom, melting and slowly spreading itself into a misshapen puddle. The rocks clinked against the steel before depressing themselves against the pot as well. My
chin dripped, and my forehead oozed into the water, turning into tan memories that clouded my
vision. Recollections of lazy hours spent at opposite ends of the couch and long talks in the car
when I knew I was being cruel. I continued to stare until the ring mixed with the boiling memories and turned the mixture into a lustrous copper draught.
I looked at my forearm, the three dots from Leanna. The only inches of myself not raw
with pain and newness, they trembled in anticipation, and I tipped them into the pot as well. The
memories bloomed for a moment before fading into the mixture. I was all that remained.
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Muddied Roots
by Keara Huson

To my parent’s daughter,
who dances still
in privacy of kitchen walls – glow of door agape
with harmonized hum of icebox B flat
i ask you not forget from whence you came
however tempting so
to trade the rain-soaked earth
in which your transplanted roots first found hold
with strength molded in misted mud
for idealist dream of voyage
and to run – so unbearably hard and fast
your own lungs cannot make pace
i ask not that you remain - buried by home-soil
rather carry with you its memory
in dimmed confessional of vegetable drawer
serenade where you first found home, no matter how far
for it shaped you, and there your roots remain
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Ponder

by Katherine Mazzanti
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Throwing Rocks at My Own Window
by Abby Hanks

in the evenings
in which I am reduced
to the matter of my own
changes
I lie in the green grass
outside the house I drew
and colored with My own hands
to throw rocks at My own window
trying to have a chat
with the Woman somewhere up there
She,
a pandemic
younger than I
She,
in Her little Renaissance
in Her little Golden Hour

every other rock
bounces back
into my eye
I ground myself
to the green grass
atop the grave
I etched for Her
the epitaph reads
Forever Nineteen
and here I lie
mourning Myself.

now this lawn divides us
the years as our ocean
I see Her
every once in a while
but it’s been a while
I hear Her
every time I speak
but we don’t speak
anymore
She laments what I have become
and I envy Her for what I was.
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The Cherry

by Gracie Morrison
I walk the path through the trees, a full bag of coffee cherries slung across my chest. The day is
easing into its end, sky flaming with sunset. I am still sorting through the trees for cherries to sell, ensuring
that they are not diseased, that they are of good quality. This can be tedious. However, I have tricks to keep
my mind occupied throughout the day. I like to make stories out of the cherries, imagine them as different
people in my life.
There is an especially large cherry: this is my round, laughing wife. Usually, she would be doing the
cherry picking and the bean sorting, but today she is at home.
The tiny, shriveled one is my young son. I imagine him also at home, tripping me as he runs
around underfoot asking questions. So curious, so young. I pity this little cherry. But it is damaged by fungus, hence its size—worthless to buyers. I should toss it out. My chest pangs. I tuck it into my shirt.
Here is a large, healthy cherry. This one is an older version of my son, sometime in the imaginary
future. I imagine him at his wedding, marrying a sturdy young girl. He would complete his bride-service
with her and—well, I have gotten ahead of myself. I must live in the present: I have just completed my own
bride-service working at my wife’s parents’ home, and the wealth from my family and my wife’s family will
come to us and our children.
Yet, if I am to remain under my in-laws’ roof, I still have much work to do. Soon the beans will
be removed from the cherries, dried, sold to places far off. Soon, the farm ground will be scorched until
nothing grows there. Soon, the coffee plants will be cut and will not yield again for some time. This is done
when they are five years old. These things sound counterproductive, but everything serves a purpose.
Scorching will aerate the soil, preparing and cleansing it for new growth. Cutting will keep the plants
producing fruit abundantly for longer. Destruction makes way for new creation. I must constantly remind
myself of this, as a farmer, as a father.
It is easy to forget.
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It is getting dark now. I finish up with the

My boy. My boy of five with his imaginary cherry

cherries and go home. Home to me is a group of

future stretched far before him, like roads and roads

houses belong ing to my wife’s family. Some of us

and

gather to talk before dinner and sleep. My father-inlaw talks about his day, about friends out hunting

roads untrodden by little feet. In this secret world,

and catching grasshoppers. My mother-in-law and

he could walk down each row of cherries, past the

my father-in-law’s wives and other affines, broth-

farms and into the village. In this world his five

ers and sisters, listen and pipe in. Soon they are all

years could be

bickering amicably over something insignificant,

		

twenty, and forty five, 		
and two hundred thousand.

laughing. I am distracted. I laugh along, but only
half-heartedly, too-loud over the quiet
talk of the room. They glance between

The chatter in the other room comes to a
		halt.

each other, and I pretend I do not
see the glancing. My son

			

He groans, and I grip his

whines softly from the other

			

tiny right hand foolishly,

room, and I excuse myself

			

as if my grasp could bind

from the conversation.

		

Entering his
room, a gust of heat hits
like a wave and I break into
a sweat. My boy is soaked
in it. My boy and his five years, shriveled,
curled into the tiniest ball on the corner of the bed
and obscured by shadow. The chatter rises like heat
from the other room, continuing without us, as if
we were in another world altogether, a secret world
in the heat and shadow. I sit beside him as quietly as

his spirit down. The small, heavi
ng body clings to my chest and whim-

pers. He is beyond words, and a sick part of me is
glad, for I have none to give. No comfort to offer
but to hold him, all five of his years tucked against
my chest. I carefully take him up. He breathes into
my neck.
My boy goes slack, and I feel a pain where
he is pressed against something bead-like and hard
in my shirt. I look down. It is the cherry.

I can manage, and stroke his scorching forehead.
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An Unbothered Cat
by David Moneymaker

An unbothered cat
Stretched out on the road, yawning.
Traffic is halted.

Poetry Winner
of Felix Christopher
McKean
Memorial Award

The Voyeur

by E. Marie Gray

“You are a woman with a man inside watching
a woman.”—Margaret Atwood
From the mirror on her wall, between her tacked-up
movie posters, my glass eyes watch her tie her shoes.
I can tell when she remembers I’m up here. It’s when
her posture ugly-ducklings, swan from vulture;
each vertebra files into a more alluring line,
the way they must when men are near. Other times,
she sinks into her book like it’s the chair she occupies
cross-legged, hunched, fingers tugging a lip. I see
teeth last touched by the man who plied her braces off
and shiver in my window-intimacy.
I think I am forgotten until she rises, comes
to me and watches back. She starts to lift my shirt
and I hope she will undress me tenderly,
but she’s only examining my waist.
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Two People Sitting on the Edge of the Universe Sharing a Sandwich
by Bia Edwards

The fans worked tirelessly to fend off the torridness of the Arkansas summer. Not a soul
could tell if the windows open were more helpful than windows shut, save for the occasional
breeze. Even though there were screens, stray mosquitoes and flies still found their way inside
only to tap the glass to be let back out. Arthur considered these insects comrades.
Ten sat in the circle fanning themselves and dripping sweat. A mix of everyone imaginable
really. Delusions and paranoia, old and young, manic and depressive. There sat a crayon box filled
with broken pieces all melting in the same muggy room.
People went around the circle sharing feelings or stories or progress or whatever bullshit they could pull out of themselves to get out of the room quicker. Arthur of course passed as
he usually did. His back was slick with sweat and the room smelled like wet paint and B.O. He
wondered how much longer he could sit here listening to one mind numbing quest for freedom
after another. As one person would finish there would be a murmur of respect, and then the next
person would speak.
“When I was nine years old my best friend died.”
She presented it like an offering as if it could earn her spot in the circle and simultaneously
floor a group of already dismantled and traumatized patients. Arthur thought to himself, of all the
cases of people pleasing, this had to be the most pathetic. He could imagine a competition breaking out amongst the patients: Tell the Worst Thing That’s Happened To You in 10 Words or Less.
Sydney Joe Ryan would raise her scarred arm and stump us all with the New York story. But that
didn’t matter.
The new girl, Mettie was her name, had her head down now, picking at her cuticles. She
had blue streaks in her hair and matching polish on her nails. Chipped and messy. “It was so long
ago though…”
She countered herself with a shrug, seeming ashamed of her claim to misery. The fans droned on,
providing the type of white noise that lets you choose if you want to hear what’s going on or not.
No one in the group seemed to be listening. Even Dr. Sanders, who orchestrated this circus, had his eyes fixed on the linoleum. Just as bored and hot as the rest of us. He should be saying
something encouraging, Arthur thought, at least ask “how does that make you feel?” for god’s
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sake. Dr. Sanders leaned back in his chair and nodded in the general direction of the girl before
checking his phone. She had a pointy chin and limp hair that was tinged with grease, like she’d
spent too long without a shower.
“Alright. Good. Does anyone else have something they want to talk about—er, share?” Dr.
Sanders’ voice begged for silence. He was already gathering his things. When no one answered he
looked around and smiled. He reminded Arthur of mustard. Sour and yellow. “How did it happen?” Arthur asked.
Dr. Sanders frowned and readjusted in his seat.
“Drunk driver.”
She answered after the silence had quelled to an uncomfortable volume with eyes darting
all around and the sounds of fans beginning to sound increasingly more like flies.
“Is that all?”
She gaped at him, cheeks turning ruddy.
“What do you mean?”
Arthur sneered, aware he was being unkind and not caring. He had learned she’d admitted
herself to Vantage Point on the precedence of impending doom. The nurses had concluded early
on that she wasn’t a danger to herself and had politely suggested that her stay would be futile. But
she insisted. So they let her, on account of a problematic history.
“I just mean, terrible things happen to everyone. Why does this particular thing matter? It
doesn’t seem like enough to bring yourself here. So what’s your real issue? Genetic predisposition
to fucked up shit? Chemical imbalance? Internet diagnosis? Fall into addiction?”
The heat was making him mean, turning to calcified agitation in his veins. Tell the truth,
don’t pretend like that’s what’s wrong with you. He wanted to say. He meant to say. He immediately hated himself. And maybe because she had come here of her own free will and seemed better
off than the rest of them, he hated her a little bit too. He could tell she was expecting a sprinkle of
validation, a nod at her being here.
Her eyes widened at the misconduct of group etiquette and she looked to Dr. Sanders for
help. Sanders didn’t care; she would learn to know that. In Sanders’ world patients were patients,
not people. He gave Arthur a sharp look and clapped his hands together, signaling the end of
group therapy. Wildly unproductive as per usual.
The nurses were disappointed to have another patient to take care of when they barely had
enough time and resources to take care of the first few, let alone enough damn air conditioning.
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The girl was immediately labeled a “vacationer” by the patients, most of whom had been involuntarily admitted. The nurses preferred the term “invited.”
During group Mettie had time and time again made a nauseating performance of meek
cordiality which earned her little to no respect amongst the Vantage Point crowd. The only one
that seemed to welcome her presence was Harold, the sixty three year old war vet who had suffered and slipped through the hands of an uncaring government.
They liked to paint together when he would escape from the geriatric wing. He said she
made him feel young. Arthur found them together in the activity room facing the garden window.
They mixed green and blue on the canvas like the sky was melting into the grass. They weren’t
very good. Though it didn’t take Arthur’s stint in art school to tell him that.
Word got around that Arthur caused a scene with the new girl at group, which was hardly
the case. Maxine scolded him anyway when she came to give him his meds and warned against
making this a “hostile environment for that poor girl.” The “or else” was silent. Arthur told Maxine that everyone was too sensitive these days. She laughed and said “That’s the pot calling the
kettle fat love.” Arthur thought that was insensitive to say to a psych patient and also didn’t mention that the saying was actually, “that’s the pot calling the kettle black.”
In the day room later that week she approached him. He noticed she walked kind of like a
bony penguin. She wore an impossibly large wobbling smile and large sweatshirt, three sizes too
big. Arthur had been in the middle of picking his eyebrow hairs off one by one, set off by Maxine’s
misplacement of his coriander, which was needed to season every ferociously bland meal. Arthur
turned, hand hovering over his eyebrow.
“Can I help you?”
“HIIJUST WANTEDTO TELLYOU ITHINKYOU’RE REALLYRUDE.”
She let it out all in one breath; the loudness of her accusation nearly knocked him off
balance. He stared at her, shocked for a moment by her outburst. She continued to stare at him as
he stood gaping at her, he physically drew back into himself feeling like a bug under a magnifying
glass. Pinned down and bright.
“What are you doing to your eyebrows?”
“Pulling them out.” He tried to make his voice sharp.
She took a step closer to him, peering at his now nearly bald eyebrow.
“Don’t you know it’s rude to—”
“Why do you do that?” She interrupted.
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“Mind your own—you can’t just ask me that!”
“Sorry. You did ask me first though.”
He resisted the urge to pull his hand up to his other eyebrow. Instead he crossed his arms
and stared her down.
“Just so you know, this whole thing,” He drew a little air circle in between them. “is completely inappropriate.”
“That I’m talking to you?” She raised an eyebrow.
“Yes. I don’t deserve this. You seem like a very toxic person.”
She laughed, tilting her head back.
“I think you’re mistaking entitlement for self-love.”
He had had enough. Only a week and a half to go and I’ll be out. His less optimistic
thoughts reminded him that this likely wouldn’t be his last stay at Vantage Point, this being his
third stay in the last two years.
He was turning to leave when she said in a voice too loud for the day room that he started
it and if he had a problem with her maybe he should just tell Dr. Sanders about it like an adult.
He looked back, rage boiling behind his eyes, then sped back to his room. His face felt hot
and he desperately wanted to be anywhere but a tiny gray room with an uncomfortable bed and a
roommate who’s a stranger and sweatpants and house shoes and not enough air conditioning and
a schedule that is not his own. But he was here. And he had a meeting with Dr. Sanders in half an
hour. He’d wanted to discuss Arthur’s mother. Again. Arthur found the topic to be tiring and unpleasant. Therapists had been exhausting the subject for years. Arthur laid on his bed and closed
his eyes. He recalled how his family had fallen apart. Not with shouts or accusations. Quietly in
whispers and nods behind closed doors, parting ways. He didn’t hate his mother, but she didn’t
protect him when she should have. That was a point of interest for the therapists. Deep down he
knew she couldn’t be blamed, which was considered progress by Sanders—not that he had provided that breakthrough. Arthur wasn’t stupid, this wasn’t some complicated thing that he couldn’t
get past. It was simple. She had been his best friend, his mother, his protector. She shouldn’t have
let a lot of things happen. That was it. She should have been there. The fishing trip. His cousin.
The too calm water. Grandpa looking the other way. That was all.
Arthur splashed cold water in his face and shuffled to meet Dr. Sanders.
On nights that Arthur couldn’t sleep, he would sneak out of his room, make a sandwich in
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the kitchen and tour the halls, enjoying the way his house shoes slid over the floors and the way
there was no one but him. After the dreaded meeting with Dr. Sanders—who at one point took a
phone call from a woman named Terry who was inquiring which hotel to meet him at. Arthur felt
he was owed this sandwich.The session had been miserable. The photo of Sanders, his wife Susan,
and their smiling faces sat staring at Arthur as he watched the good doctor chuckle and murmur
into his phone.
Everything had been quiet as usual, until he came upon the day room and heard sniffling
from one of the couches. In the dark, Arthur could make out the small outline of a girl balled
up, knees to chest. Her long hair was tangled down her back. She was turned away from him, to
the window where the moon hung just within frame. Of course it was Mettie. Arthur felt creepy
watching her cry while he ate a sandwich out of sight. He sighed in a resigned kind of way.
“Why are you crying?”
She let out a little shriek and glared at him.
“Why are you watching me? Shouldn’t you be asleep?”
The dim glow of the hall light cast over his guilty face and he took a bite of his sandwich.
“Shouldn’t you?”
Maybe it was the exhaustion he felt or the fact that there was no one around, but he felt
like it was easier to be nice to her in the dark.
She sniffed and wiped a trail of snot along her arm. Her lips broke into a bright smile. She
would probably be pretty if she showered.
“I don’t think my roommate likes me very much.” She laughed in that teary way. He nodded, and for some reason went to join her on the couch.
“This place is bleak. The nurses do the best they can, but they’re burnt out and understaffed. And there’s no money. And of course there’s Sanders who’s barely licensed.”
“Wow, you know a lot about this place.”
Maxine constantly complained about it, and he had spent enough time here to see for
himself how lacking in resources Vantage Point really was. Arthur shrugged. “I just like to stay
educated. I read a lot.”
She nodded like this was true. He was thankful she didn’t ask for more proof and sat stiffly
until she asked if she could have a bite of his sandwich and he obliged, tearing off a piece.
“I’m sorry for how I acted towards you before,” he said finally, remembering something
Sanders had muttered about forgiveness.
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She looked at him kind of funny, seeming older than she was.
“My brother was the same way.” She smiled softly.
He didn’t quite know what she meant.
They talked for a bit, small talk mostly. Hometowns, jobs, animals, restaurants. She had
gone to school for economics, but ended up working in a coffee shop. He compared his stories of
failing art school and then failing at being a writer and then being a musician… each less successful than the last. His latest feat: being a dog groomer for rich jewel-clad older women with small
dogs.
“Can I ask you a question?”
“Shoot.”
“What made you come here?”
He wondered sometimes if he would know his own answer to the question—not the on
paper version, the metaphorical kind. Mettie chewed her mouthful of sandwich and thought for a
moment before wiping her mouth. She surprised him by answering.
“Ever since I was a little girl, I’ve felt like I was standing on the edge of something,” She
paused and took another bite.
“And I’ve just been getting closer and closer to the edge and I have that feeling in my
stomach- you know the one that you get when you think you might fall- and anyway, it’s like this
voice is telling me to jump. I don’t know if I should keep trying not to fall or if I should jump,
because what if I get stuck falling and can’t get back up to the edge.” She was talking faster now,
turmoil rolling off her in waves. He wished she was giving him a straight answer instead of this
vague nonsense, but he was trying to be sensitive so he refrained from interrupting.
“My mother fell. And she never came back, not really. She spent the rest of her life trying
to climb back up until she couldn’t do it anymore and she… she decided she didn’t want to be on
the edge or falling or anywhere.” She swallowed hard and continued in a whisper.
“Everyday I feel like I’m closer and closer to being her... and I want it to stop.” “Then why
did you tell everyone about your dead friend?”
She shrugged, “That was my first step towards the edge.”
They locked eyes for a moment, and though Arthur responded inappropriately with a
remark about choices in psychiatric hospitals, Mettie smiled, understanding more than words
could convey. Something like kinship glowed between them, and Arthur felt he owed her something, this strange girl with blue streaks in her hair, who was generous with her smile and didn’t
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tell whole truths. His own story pressed behind his teeth, but he swallowed it with another bite
of his sandwich.
The weeks dragged on and they developed the habit of meeting in the day room with
stolen sandwiches in the small hours of night—Arthur with coriander tucked in the pocket of
his robe and Mettie with no seasoning at all. On this particular night, Arthur’s last night, they
sat comfortably in silence somewhere between content and apathetic. Mettie wore yellow house
shoes and brown plaid pajamas. Her sandwich was ham and mayonnaise with pickles. Arthur
had turkey and swiss with a sprinkle of coriander. She offered him a bite of hers and he refused,
explaining that red meat kills you to which she retorted that pork was technically white meat.
They fell into silence again. She was thoughtful, he was the quiet observer of her inner monologue. Finally she spoke.
“You expect to be friends forever, roommates in college, have a joint wedding. All that
without really knowing each other at all ‘cause you’re only kids.” She laughed to herself. She was
talking about her dead friend again.
“There’s so many things you just don’t know as a kid,”
What he would later learn is that her friend had been walking to her house after a long
disagreement about who would walk to whose house. Mettie’s mother being the decider, not
wanting her daughter walking alone, preferring someone else’s daughter to. All that guilt and
blame had poisoned her life ever since.
“We didn’t stand a chance.”
She shrugged, as if letting those thoughts roll away, taken away, by some acceptance. The
sound of cicadas filled the room like a resounding applause. Tonight he felt he understood. At
Arthur’s last group he told his story. By that point he had already shared it with Mettie during
a late night in the day room. But it felt right to give this to the group. Felt brave. Mettie gave an
encouraging smile, holding the whole world in her eyes. So Arthur began, with the fishing trip,
and his grandpa who was supposed to watch them and his cousin who shouldn’t have done what
he did and how the water didn’t seem to move at all. By the time he got to how he wished his
mother would have been there to stop it, he was crying for what felt like the first time in a long
time.
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The Girl with the Colorful Aura
by Heather Jenkins
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ASPECTS OF AMELIE
by Allison Flory

Amelie walks with a harkening bird screech soundtrack.
She jumps from train track to train track without first checking to see if she still has feet.
She’s more than militantly traced the lines of thrice folded maps,
more than gorged on silkworm and wasp crackers.
Her voice, honeyed and guttural, sparks the foresight of ancient tongues,
she hears in quiescent color, sees in smoldering smell.
She hasn’t brushed her hair in weeks; it falls in rapids at her skeletal waist.
Amelie evokes the presence of ghosts not yet passed, ghosts that will.
Two hawks flank her shoulders.
The forest listens for her midnight howl.
The storm waits for her thunderous clap.
Amelie is gentle with her peculiarities.
She forgives the giant for being slayed, pardons the tide in her wake.
It’s easy to bathe in the River Styx when the water laps longing at her steelclad boot.
It’s easier still to rest when the world falls silent at will.
Easiest of all to rise in the morning,
towing the sun on her back.
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heavenward

by Madison Huskey
if it wasn’t
so dark,
you would see
the three of us
heads craned
back, eyes
heavenward
scanning the sky
for the once
in a century comet
with seven
minutes to catch
the breeze
is gentle
as our voices,
as a prayer
i couldn’t tell you what we spoke of
there’s warmth
in the accidental
brush of an arm,
a sacred act
that i miss even as it happens
you would hear
our laughter
ringing up,
ringing out
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putting even the
cricket choir, the
whip-poor-will
to shame
did we actually miss it?
maybe
we’ll reconvene
in the next
lifetime

i pressed flowers in my diary on the chapter about you
by Reeya Gandhi
ivy vines
chamomile leaves
sweet whistling
following the midnight morning breeze.
emerald green
starlight eyes
your skin warm
against the touch of my thighs.
smudges of ink
below the line of your lips
fingerprint touch
right above the hips.
roses on walls
with your notes saying
that you’d never forget me
almost like you’re praying.
you fill my pages
every other line or two
so in my diary
i pressed flowers on the chapter about you.
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Seeing with My Eyes Closed
by Isabella Wisinger
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Our Eternal Hearts
by Andrew Ruegsegger

We will die and the breeze will still blow,
and there will fly the ashes of all we have known.
We will become the dirt, fish, and the stars
and those stars will die and become hearts like ours.
Those hearts will bleed and cry before they’re done,
before the breeze scatters them toward a new sun.
Its light will fall upon a planet and melt its snow
and from its water a dormant bud will grow.
It will flower under the light our hearts will make
and some life will bite the fruit and chew to sate
the lust that all life, to be life, must have and use;
and why should we want, when all this will ensue?
To be part of Time is enough
for this eternal heart o’ mine.
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The Student’s Dilemma
by Yaya Wong
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A Letter About Philadelphia
My dear friend.

by Gracie Morrison

I went to a zoo recently. My favorite animal was an ape named Sam, with red eyes. Sam is
such a human name. I can’t enjoy zoos the way I did as a kid. I couldn’t stop thinking about how
little some of the cages are.
I went to Philadelphia last week. Saw Ben Franklin’s grave. Big whoop. Maybe it’s selfish,
but I want to be the only one in the world who dies. I don’t like that it’s something everyone does.
There should be a way to opt out.
My mom and I avoided it. I guess we both wanted to act like we were just spending time
together. We don’t talk about serious things. She loves to be silly. I live to be silly. I still sit in her
lap when I come home. I nap in the same bed with her. So, I tagged along to pick her up from the
hospital and care for her, but she didn’t want me there. She’s very independent.
Radioactive plaque therapy meant that she was literally radioactive for a week, not allowed
to touch anyone. I kept my distance. She insisted I leave the room and see the sights. I’m sure for
many people, the insistence that I go have fun would be seen as a positive thing, but for me, it
wasn’t.
So, I saw a museum about US history. Fact: When they were voting to decide if women
should get a vote, they were about to vote ‘no,’ but at the last moment one guy changed his vote,
and when asked why the sudden change, he said that his mother had told him to ‘be a good boy
and give the women a vote.’ It seems like all big things come down to a little thing somewhere
along the line.
I was in the museum thinking about how things are right now and how they would
describe them in an exhibit a hundred years from now. I bet they’ll love that we came up with
Scooby-Doo. They’ll think it was genius. They’ll miss him so much.
Throughout the week, there was a hurricane in New York. It didn’t hit Philadelphia, but it
did cause some mild wind and rainy weather. An inch of rain total. But it was all over the news. I
don’t know what the big deal was since it barely hit there. I guess they were just afraid it was going
to be worse, so they put out flood warnings and everything. Things like that don’t usually happen
in Philadelphia. I guess there’s a point where things just boil over.
On the last day, she was no longer radioactive. That night we slept in the same bed, snuggled together. I was thinking about us as animals that seem like they would cuddle. Capybara
came to mind. And then I thought of animals with pouches for their children.
“If we were Capybaras,” I said, “I would live in your pouch. If capybaras have pouches,
which I don’t think they do.”
I was being ridiculous. Of course, I knew they didn’t have pouches.
“I didn’t know they didn’t have pouches. I’d have believed you if you said they did,” she
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said.

“In that case, I will use my time travel device to go back in time and repeat myself.” I made
a time travel noise. “If we were capybaras-- an animal which is factually well documented to have
a pouch-- I would live in your pouch.”
We were quiet for a minute, as capybaras tend to be. I shifted around, trying to get comfortable. She spoke.
“They were not sure if it was a melanoma, because the color is unusual. But if it is, there’s a
possibility it will metastasize into my liver.”
I didn’t respond.
“It’s a rare form of melanoma, they said. One in every —”
She said a large number. Like that mattered. It only had to happen once, a small thing that
became something big.
“I guess I prefer it going to my liver than to my brain. You have to die of something, you
know,” she said. “I’m not worried about it, but I know y’all might be.”
She’s in the field of medicine. My mother loves medicine. I love my mother. She’s never
supposed to die. She should opt-out. I tried to think about how we might talk about her in the
past tense, and I couldn’t even picture it. I could only picture myself pretending she had never existed at all. I don’t know how to talk about someone who existed and then stopped existing. They
should teach that in school.
“I love you,” she said, and I didn’t say it back, because I didn’t want my voice to break. But
there are things you know without saying them out loud.
I couldn’t sleep. I was tempted to think about other things, but it seemed like one of those
moments you’re supposed to be present for. I wanted to opt-out. My mother is the kind of person
who is always fine, but nothing ever exceeds her expectations. I think she is fine with death too.
We don’t need closure. It should be okay if she dies. I’m just sad because I love my mom, and I
wouldn’t love the world as much without her. I went to the bathroom and looked in the mirror.
My eyes were red. Like Sam, I thought.
Apes look like people. Rhinos look more like people than people do. I wish people had
trunks like elephants. The way they caress each other with their
trunks seems so intimate.
I think they should invent a zoo that has no animals. You
could go into their exhibits and walk around inside their habitat
and experience their lives. The price would be lower, because of less
staff. No one likes my idea. Guess it’s one of those things that would
only appeal to a small audience.
Love,
Your marsupial friend.
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Abstract Box

by Gracie Morrison
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Coming Alive Again: A Prelude
by Kath Rees
Four in the morning and your eyes
blot themselves into being.
It isn’t strange to wake up to the dark,
anymore, to the unwelcome gift
of the buses and their hinge-like complaints
skating across, berating, a solid oil strip.
a left, a shiver of metal
shoulder reaching for shoulder
a nudge, and “Blackbird”
spills out from an ear.
Time, and white noise
for the taking.
Step out of the whale’s mouth.
Already, the trees of sunflowers,
the shifting maple leaves
have begun their root-born chant
beneath the sidewalks,
sipping
to life, to life
against
the seas of rushing feet.
Can you forget your agony for a moment?
Will you set aside the wasted years, the silent scales being weighed?
To hear, as the siren’s belly fills
unwanted spoons click-clacking
like pens,
a something
to have in their hands
is necessary,
like it was for yours.
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Under your nose,
the shoes,
feel new,
Slapping pavement
Echo
Skiping
through layers of flesh
to the heart
of the earth
and back your
heart
is not a sound,
anymore

It is your ribs like a door
pried open
to let the prosody wash where it will, scrape if
it must,
in the dust, the decision has been made:

I will listen, I will feel,
I will speak.

It is a thing.
It swims
It gives
Only,
an audible sigh
a share in the collective rhythm.
It is not them who have decided
It is not the world, that has suddenly become new,
with a stutter of a groan
a clumsiness of notes
short-stopping-
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